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Oblique view shows discography in L4 and
L5-S1 and the Trigger-Flex® in the facete
(facetary rhysolisys)
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Oblique view shows the Trigger-Flex® held
with a forcep to avoid radiating the hand
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Ap view with discography at L4-L5 and L5-S1
and the Trigger-Flex® denervating the facet
(luska nerve)
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Additionally, during an intradiscal procedure, a discography is
performed. This greatly helps determine the percentage of thepain that is due to the disc. Many times if 3 levels are performed
with negative discography, it is mandatory to target the facet.
The disc is always targeted first, unless a previous diagnosis clearly
identifies exclusively a facetary arthrosis or a facetary syndrome.
In this case the facet is targeted first without treating the disc.
It is very important to consider the disc and the facet as pain
generators. Discography is a key element in the diagnosis of
lumbar pain along with MRI and bone gammagraphy. If a
positive discography is obtained and response to infiltration / MRI,
both should be targeted. Results are very good in over 90% of his
cases when targeting both. It is ideal to consider a discectomy
with facet joint denervation supported with good previous
radiographic and infiltration diagnosis.
One of the reasons why intradiscal minimally invasive procedures
are often discredited is because many times only the disc is
treated and not the facet, leaving some residual pain. This is
usually being perceived as a failed procedure. The procedure is
complementary to intradiscal procedures. “After 10 years of
experience I am truly convinced that when a patient gets an
intradiscal procedure and the facets are ignored, some degree
of lumbar pain caused by the facet will persist.” Ramirez says.
The main advantage of treating the facet with Disc-FX® is that it
allows the surgeon to treat the disc and the facet with the same
device in the same procedure.
This is a very simple procedure and resolves one of the main
causes of lumbar pain and incapacitation, such as a facetary
syndrome or a combination of a black disc and a facetary
syndrome.
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